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Belarus Presidential Election Protest (19)
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Demonstrators wearing face masks to help curb the spread of the coronavirus gesture during an opposition rally to protest the official presidential election results in Minsk, Belarus, Sunday, Nov. 22, 2020. The Belarusian human rights group Viasna says more than 140 people have been arrested and many of them beaten by police during protests calling for the country's authoritarian president to resign. The demonstrations that attracted thousands were the 16th consecutive Sunday of large protests against President Alexander Lukashenko. (AP Photo)
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Demonstrators wearing face masks to help curb the spread of the coronavirus gesture during an opposition rally to protest the official presidential election results in Minsk, Belarus, Sunday, Nov. 22, 2020. The Belarusian human rights group Viasna says more than 140 people have been arrested and many of them beaten by police during protests calling for the country's authoritarian president to resign. The demonstrations that attracted thousands were the 16th consecutive Sunday of large protests against President Alexander Lukashenko. (AP Photo)
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A man wearing a face mask to help curb the spread of the coronavirus holds an old Belarusian national flag during an opposition rally to protest the official presidential election results in Minsk, Belarus, Sunday, Nov. 22, 2020. The Belarusian human rights group Viasna says more than 140 people have been arrested and many of them beaten by police during protests calling for the country's authoritarian president to resign. The demonstrations that attracted thousands were the 16th consecutive Sunday of large protests against President Alexander Lukashenko. (AP Photo)
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A man wearing a face mask to help curb the spread of the coronavirus holds an old Belarusian national flag during an opposition rally to protest the official presidential election results in Minsk, Belarus, Sunday, Nov. 22, 2020. The Belarusian human rights group Viasna says more than 140 people have been arrested and many of them beaten by police during protests calling for the country's authoritarian president to resign. The demonstrations that attracted thousands were the 16th consecutive Sunday of large protests against President Alexander Lukashenko. (AP Photo)
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Belarusian riot police gather to block demonstrators during an opposition rally to protest the official presidential election results in Minsk, Belarus, Sunday, Nov. 22, 2020. The Belarusian human rights group Viasna says more than 140 people have been arrested and many of them beaten by police during protests calling for the country's authoritarian president to resign. The demonstrations that attracted thousands were the 16th consecutive Sunday of large protests against President Alexander Lukashenko. (AP Photo)
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Belarusian riot police detain a demonstrator during an opposition rally to protest the official presidential election results in Minsk, Belarus, Sunday, Nov. 22, 2020. The Belarusian human rights group Viasna says more than 140 people have been arrested and many of them beaten by police during protests calling for the country's authoritarian president to resign. The demonstrations that attracted thousands were the 16th consecutive Sunday of large protests against President Alexander Lukashenko. (AP Photo)
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Opposition supporters parade through the streets during a rally to protest against police violence and Belarus presidential election results in Minsk on November 22, 2020. - For more than three months Belarus has been gripped by historic protests after a disputed presidential vote that saw strongman leader Alexander Lukashenko re-elected for a sixth term. (Photo by Stringer / AFP)
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Opposition supporters parade through the streets during a rally to protest against police violence and Belarus presidential election results in Minsk on November 22, 2020. - For more than three months Belarus has been gripped by historic protests after a disputed presidential vote that saw strongman leader Alexander Lukashenko re-elected for a sixth term. (Photo by Stringer / AFP)
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Law enforcement officers patrol a street as opposition supporters rally to protest against police violence and Belarus presidential election results in Minsk on November 22, 2020. - For more than three months Belarus has been gripped by historic protests after a disputed presidential vote that saw strongman leader Alexander Lukashenko re-elected for a sixth term. (Photo by Stringer / AFP)
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Law enforcement officers patrol a street as opposition supporters rally to protest against police violence and Belarus presidential election results in Minsk on November 22, 2020. - For more than three months Belarus has been gripped by historic protests after a disputed presidential vote that saw strongman leader Alexander Lukashenko re-elected for a sixth term. (Photo by - / AFP)
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Law enforcement officers patrol a street as opposition supporters rally to protest against police violence and Belarus presidential election results in Minsk on November 22, 2020. - For more than three months Belarus has been gripped by historic protests after a disputed presidential vote that saw strongman leader Alexander Lukashenko re-elected for a sixth term. (Photo by - / AFP)
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Law enforcement officers detain a man as opposition supporters rally to protest against police violence and Belarus presidential election results in Minsk on November 22, 2020. - For more than three months Belarus has been gripped by historic protests after a disputed presidential vote that saw strongman leader Alexander Lukashenko re-elected for a sixth term. (Photo by Stringer / AFP)
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Law enforcement officers try to detain demonstrators as they rally to protest against police violence and Belarus presidential election results in Minsk on November 22, 2020. - For more than three months Belarus has been gripped by historic protests after a disputed presidential vote that saw strongman leader Alexander Lukashenko re-elected for a sixth term. (Photo by - / AFP)
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Law enforcement officers detain a man as opposition supporters rally to protest against police violence and Belarus' presidential election results in Minsk on November 22, 2020. - For more than three months Belarus has been gripped by historic weekly opposition rallies following the coutry's president strongman reelection to a sixth term in August, which Western governments have refused to recognise. (Photo by Stringer / AFP)
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Hermann Krause spricht vor Demonstranten der Kundgebung fur Demokratie in Belarus , die wegen Corona mit Mundschutz auf dem Roncalliplatz gegen Lukaschenko und das Vorgehen der Regierung in Wei?russland gegen die Opposition protestieren. K?ln, 22.11.2020 *** Hermann Krause speaks in front of demonstrators at the Rally for Democracy in Belarus who are protesting against Lukashenko and the actions of the government in Belarus against the opposition because of Corona with mouthguards on Roncalli Square Cologne, 22 11 2020 Foto:xC.xHardtx/xFuturexImage
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Hermann Krause spricht vor Demonstranten der Kundgebung fur Demokratie in Belarus , die wegen Corona mit Mundschutz auf dem Roncalliplatz gegen Lukaschenko und das Vorgehen der Regierung in Wei?russland gegen die Opposition protestieren. K?ln, 22.11.2020 *** Hermann Krause speaks in front of demonstrators at the Rally for Democracy in Belarus who are protesting against Lukashenko and the actions of the government in Belarus against the opposition because of Corona with mouthguards on Roncalli Square Cologne, 22 11 2020 Foto:xC.xHardtx/xFuturexImage
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Demonstranten der Kundgebung fur Demokratie in Belarus protestieren mit Mundschutz wegen Corona auf dem Roncalliplatz gegen Lukaschenko und das Vorgehen der Regierung in Wei?russland gegen die Opposition. K?ln, 22.11.2020 *** Demonstrators at the Rally for Democracy in Belarus protest with mouthguards on Roncalli Square against Lukashenko and the actions of the government in Belarus against the opposition Cologne, 22 11 2020 Foto:xC.xHardtx/xFuturexImage
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Demonstranten der Kundgebung fur Demokratie in Belarus protestieren mit Mundschutz wegen Corona auf dem Roncalliplatz gegen Lukaschenko und das Vorgehen der Regierung in Wei?russland gegen die Opposition. K?ln, 22.11.2020 *** Demonstrators at the Rally for Democracy in Belarus protest with mouthguards on Roncalli Square against Lukashenko and the actions of the government in Belarus against the opposition Cologne, 22 11 2020 Foto:xC.xHardtx/xFuturexImage
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Demonstranten der Kundgebung fur Demokratie in Belarus protestieren mit Mundschutz wegen Corona auf dem Roncalliplatz gegen Lukaschenko und das Vorgehen der Regierung in Wei?russland gegen die Opposition. K?ln, 22.11.2020 *** Demonstrators at the Rally for Democracy in Belarus protest with mouthguards on Roncalli Square against Lukashenko and the actions of the government in Belarus against the opposition Cologne, 22 11 2020 Foto:xC.xHardtx/xFuturexImage
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